. Electron count rate (counts per second) from a slightly oxidized ('golden') Plutonium surface. Signal with background counts are shown as black squares, background counts as blue circles, and (signal--background) counts as red open triangles. The background counts per second are always at least a factor 10 below the signal counts per second. There is a noticeable "bump" at about 180eV in the measured 1 Wolfer, W. G., A. Kubota, et al. (2007) . "Density changes in Ga--stabilized delta--Pu, and what they mean. electron flux. In figure 2 the "smoothed" (using a span of 20 data points for smoothing) data of figure1 are plotted in black, and the derivative of the smoothed data in blue. It is evident in the derivative data that there is a distinctive -but so far undefined --process at about 180 eV and a less distinctive one at 400eV. Electrons at these energies have a mean free path of only a few mono--layers (see figure 13 ). Hence they originate from the Pu--oxide layers. But there are no obvious Auger or photoelectric processes at those energies. Figure 2 . "Smoothed" electron count rate (counts per second) from a slightly oxidized ('golden') Plutonium surface shown in "black", together with its derivative in "blue". The derivative shows a distinctive feature of unknown origin at about 180 eV and a much less distinctive feature at 425eV.. 
II ) Conversion of experimental results (counts/s) to electron flux (e--/cm 2 s)
The data of figure 1 (counts/s) must be converted to "electrons emitted/cm 2 s" to calculate electron--induced chemistry, as illustrated in figure 3 below. Figure 3 . The electron emission from a substrate in which the electron flux inside the substrate is N0 electrons/cm 2 s for a cm 2 area of ANY orientation. With that assumption the flux from the surface has a "cosine distribution" with an 'average'
= 2! N 0 *.002433 = .004866! N 0 for !=! /2 the integral is = 2! N 0 *.5 = ! N 0 The angle ! into which 'on average' electrons are emitted
emission angle of 22.5°, and the fraction of the total flux sampled by the spectrometer with an acceptance angle of 4° is .004866 of N0.
The analysis in figure 3 assumes that electrons inside the sample travel in all directions with equal probability. Then a spectrometer with an acceptance angle of ± 4° around the normal to the surfacesamples only .004866 of the total flux emanating from its acceptance area. The entrance aperture of the PHI 5400 analyzer is 3mmx10mm, and it has a narrow acceptance angle of 4°, resulting in an acceptance area of slightly less than 1mmx3mm, .3 cm 2 . Hence the counts per second of figure 1 must be divided by (.004866 * .3, actually .004866*.2819 ) to yield electrons/cm 2 s. The results of this division are plotted in figure 4. There is not unanimous opinion by representatives of the spectrometer's manufacturer whether the acceptance angle is 4° or 2° for this particular version of the spectrometer. If the angle is 2°, the fraction of emitted electrons measured would decrease by a factor 4, and the hence the calculated flux would increase by a factor 4. Hence the counts per second of figure 1 must be divided by (.004866 * .3, actually .004866*.2819 ) to yield electrons/cm 2 s. The results of this division are plotted in figure 4 . There is not unanimous opinion by representatives of the spectrometer's manufacturer whether the acceptance angle is 4° or 2° for this particular version of the spectrometer. If the angle is 2°, the fraction of emitted electrons measured by the spectrometer would decrease by a factor 4, and the hence the calculated flux would increase by a factor 4. Fit curve: m2*exp(-m3*x)+m4*exp(-m5*x)+m6*exp(-m7*x) Figure 5 . Extrapolation to higher electron energy of the exponential fit to the data measured below 1400eV predicts a very rapid decrease in electron flux with increasing electron energy.
The rate of chemical reactions, Rctn (reactions/cm 2 s) is determined by equation (1) Fit curve: m2*exp(-m3*x)+m4*exp(-m5*x)+m6*exp (-m7*x) and the number of reactancts accessible to an electron of energy E. The flux is described above. The cross sections are available in the literature (e.g. Yoon 3 for hydrogen). The reactive path length of electrons, Le--reactive, in equation [1] is the amount of matter that electrons travel through with energy sufficient to cause a particular reaction (e. g. to cause dissociation if the matter is gaseous,). This length in equation [1] determines the total number of atoms or molecules that the electrons encounter as they traverse the material, and hence the total number of reaction products they can generate per unit area and unit time. A discussion of the minimum and maximum reaction path length follows. A typical path of a charged particle through matter is shown in figure 6 which illustrates the decrease in energy the charged particle experiences as it travels to its maximum path length, its "range". Figure 6 illustrates that the charged particle continues to travel beyond the first energy--losing encounter, the inelastic mean free path (IMFP), and has typically the majority of its collisions towards the end of its travel, called "range", because at higher energy the collision cross sections increase with decreasing energy, see Yoon's graph (figure 11) later in this paper. Figure 6 . Schematic representation of a charged particle's trajectory and associated energy loss along the electron's path, illustrating the concept of "inelastic mean free path 'IMFP' " , "range", and "stopping power". The electron's energy is represented by the width of the path, decreasing with each inelastic reactive encounter with matter. A Monte Carlo calculation by Postek 4 following an electron of 1keV energy into a silicon substrate is shown in figure 7 depicting the trajectories actually followed, albeit only in two, rather than 3 dimensions. It is impossible to determine from figure 7 what the "IMFP" is, though one can conclude that the "range" is about 30 nm. As will be shown below, calculations predict an IMFP of about 2 nm, and a range of 30 nm. The difference between IMFP and range increases with increasing energy. For example: In hydrogen gas the dissociation energy is 4.5 eV, the ionization potential is 15.4 eV. Hence an electron with a kinetic energy of 20eV may loose most of its energy in a single interaction, while an election with keV energy can sustain many such interactions before it is at the end of its range. known density --length [cm,nm,Å] ) at which "in the mean" electrons experience the first energy--losing interaction, discussed in III. 1) and III.2) below. The energy loss may be small or large. At maximum, Le--reactive is the mass "range" at which electrons are reduced to thermal energy, discussed in section V) below. It is apparent from both figure 5 and 6 that there can be a large difference between IMFP and range.
IV) The minimum Le--reactive is the "inelastic electron mean free path, 'IMFP'", λ (g/cm 2 , #/cm 2 , number of monolayers, number of accessible molecules or atoms, or Å) IV. 1) The mean free path derived from total inelastic cross section data. If all cross sections for inelastic electron--matter collisions are known, the inelastic mean free path (in "units" of 'number of accesible molecules or atoms) can be derived from equation (1). : Rctn(E)=the number of reactions/cm 2 s is given by 2) The inelastic mean free path derived from optical data.
The inelastic mean free path of electrons is of interest in all electron spectroscopy techniques {e.g. Auger Spectroscopy (AES), Photo Electron Spectroscopy (XPS)} since it determines the thickness of the surface layer sampled by the technique. Many sophisticated calculations of the IMFP for materials based on optical data have been done since Seah and Dench 6 derived IMFP's by fitting curves to experimental data.{see Powell et al. 7 (2011) for IMFP calculations of 41 elements and references therein}. Figure 8 shows Powell's IMFP curves (λ in Å) for 41 elements. (from Lithium to Bismuth). Alkali metals produce curves that deviate most from the "typical" pattern. Despite these differences, the IMFP's do NOT differ dramatically, as figure 8 below shows, keeping in mind, however, that figure 8 is a double logarithmic plot. The spread in the curves would be much smaller if the range were expressed in g/cm 2 rather than Å. Figure 9 . Left image: "Continuous Slowing Down" range, g/cm^2 ,(CSDA=Continuous Slowing Down Analysis) of electrons in hydrogen, with electron energies from .01 to 1000 MeV. Right image: "Total Stopping Power" , MeV cm^2/g, for hydrogen. The site provides stopping power for energies higher than 1 keV, but range only for energies above 10 keV. From www.nist.gov/PhysRefData/Star/Text/ESTAR.html As is discussed in detail at NIST's website, range calculations become increasingly more unreliable with decreasing energy "due to the lack of shell corrections which are required when the velocity of the incident electron is no longer large compared to the velocities of the atomic electrons, especially those in the inner shells." Therefore NIST stops the CSDA curves at 10keV. Nevertheless, the same NIST site shows stopping power curves down to 1keV, see figure 9.
VI.2) Comparison of 1keV electron range in silicon (NIST data) with Monte
Carlo Calculations, and with the calculated inelastic mean free path.
To make a visual comparison of the calculated IMFP's of Powell, and NIST's range, we extend NIST's CSDA range curve for silicon to energies below 10keV and plot the IMFP and CSDA for silicon in figure 9 . We use silicon for comparison since a Monte Carlo calculation for silicon is available at 1keV (see figure 6) . Comparison between the IMFP and range at 1 keV in figure 9 provides a quantitative measure of the difference between mean free path and range, complementing the graphic depiction in figure 5 . In addition, the agreement between the range observed for silicon in figure 6 and the range in figure 9 derived from NIST's data suggests that at least down to 1 keV the extrapolation of NIST's range data is reasonable. Figure 10 . Comparison of the inelastic mean free path and the range of electrons in silicon. 
nm
Clearly it is NOT reasonable to extrapolate the range to energies to 100eV, since the range must be at least twice the mean free path because at the mean free path only half the electrons have undergone an "energy--losing" collision. The "energy--losing" collision does NOT in many icases reduce the electron's energy to thermal energy. For instance, an electron impact ionization of hydrogen requires 13 eV, hence a 100 eV electron can induce at least 6 six ionizations before it is reduced to thermal energy. Since both NIST's data and Powell's calculations are consistent with experimental data and with Monte Carlo calculations for silicon, one can conclude from figure 9 that at 1 keV the an electron has more than 12 (28.3 nm divided by 2.4nm) collisions before it is thermalized. Many more than 12, because with each collision its energy decreases by ∆E, and its inelastic mean free path at E--∆E is shorter than at E=1keV, until its energy has decrease to below 100eV, where Powell's IMFP has a minimum. VII) Reaction of electrons emanating from a plutonium surface with hydrogen molecules.
The cross sections for e--à H2 reactions are given in Yoon 8 and shown in graphical from in figure 10. In figure 10 the total cross section, labeled "tot" includes both elastic (lableled "elas") and inelastic collisions (all other collisions). The energy loss in momentum transfer collisions (labeled "mom transf") is very small, since the mass of the electron is about two thousand times smaller than the mass of a hydrogen molecule and will NOT be included as an inelastic collision. Figure 11 indicates that reactions of practical interest, e.g. ionization, dissociation, have significant cross sections only above about 9 eV electron energy. In section III.1) it was pointed out that only the total inelastic cross section is relevant for determining the inelastic mean free path. Figure 12 shows the inverse of the total inelastic cross section for hydrogen, derived by subtracting the elastic cross section in figure 10 from the total cross section. Figure 11 . Reaction cross sections of electrons with hydrogen molecules as a function of electron energy. Some of the cross--sections are extended beyond their original range or beyond their maximum energy (1 keV) of the original graph using a continuation of their slope within the graph. Figure 12 . The inverse of the total inelastic cross section of hydrogen, expressed as molecules/cm 2 . After Yoon et al. Moleculescm^210^16 VII.1) The "minimum number of reactions", i. e the reactions that occur within the inelastic mean free path of electrons. In figure 13 the inelastic mean free path of electrons in hydrogen is plotted using the inverse of (2* total inelastic cross section shown in figure 12 ). Also shown is the electron range in hydrogen derived from NIST data by converting NIST's range given in g/cm 2 to 'number of hydrogen molecules/cm 2 ' by assuming hydrogen to be in solid form, with a density of .088 g/cm 3 . Furthermore Powell's IMFP data for Lithium are plotted also for comparison after converting Å to 'number of hydrogen molecules/cm 2 ' by assuming that solid hydrogen at .088g/cm 3 . Lithium is used for comparison, since all elements in the first column of the periodic table (the Alkali metals) show very similar behavior, and since Lithium is closest in density to solid hydrogen. Figure 13 demonstrates that the concept of deriving the IMFP from measured total inelastic cross sections is consistent in magnitude and energy dependence with the IMFP derived from Powell's calculations. The NIST range is included to illustrate that electrons will undergo many collisions -and create many more reaction products than occur in the IMFP --before they are thermalized. Figure 13 . Comparison of the inelastic mean free path calculated from the total inelastic cross section derived from Yoon et al., and of that derived from Powell's calculation for Lithium (at solid hydrogen density) with NIST's range.
The number of reaction products Rctn(E) occuring within the energy dependent inelastic mean free path are now calculated at each energy E, using equation (1), employing the energy dependent electron flux, electron mean free path, and Yoon's cross section σ(E) of each type of reaction, and the energy independent correction factor for mass density. The total number "Rctn", e.g. for the dissociation reaction, is found by integrating Rctndissociation(E) over the energy range where dissociation cross sections exist, i.e. Rctndissociation=∫ Rctndissociation(E)dE. The "Rctn" values for a few electron induced reaction products are listed in Table 1 below. The program "Mathematica" is used for the numerical integration. Mathematica interpolates between energy values for each set of data, so that data sets with data at different energy--values can be used. Rctn/cm 2 s=# of H2 reacted within electron inelastic mean free path =1/2*(Total Inelastic Cross Section) for 7--100eV, plus within the NIST range for 100--> 3000eV
4.8*10^9 2.8*10^8 2.5*10^8 Table 1 . The reaction products produced by electrons emitted from a plutonium surface into hydrogen gas. VII.2) The "maximum number of reactions", i. e the reactions that occur within the "total energy range" (NOT "range=molecules/cm 2 s") of electrons.
A more realistic estimate of the reactions occurring within the energy range of electrons incorporates the change in mean electron energy and the associated change in reaction cross section and in the inelastic mean free path (expressed in molecules/cm 2 ) occurring with each energy--losing inelastic collision. Assume that the change in energy in each inelastic collision is ∆E. The number of collisions "n" that can occur for an electron of energy E is then n=E/∆E, where n is the integer part of the fraction, and n=0 for E/∆E<1. To visualize the process, see figure 12: An electron entering the gas with 1 keV energy has its first collision while traversing the IMFP(E) number of molecules shown in figure 11 and 12 at 1 keV with the reaction probability defined by Yoon's crossection at 1keV(see figure  10) , looses on average ∆E eV, continues to traverse the next IMFP at (1keV-- ∆E), reacts within the IMFP(1keV--∆E) with the probability defined by the cross section at (1keV--∆E), looses on average ∆E, continues with energy (1keV--2∆E) … etc., until it has reached an energy so low that further reactions of interest are impossible. With that assumption, the number of reactions due to electrons of any energy E is given by equation [3] below !E = mean energy loss per inelastic collision IMFP = inelastic mean free path n(E) = E / !E , where n(E) is an integer with minimum value = 0
Rctn(E) = number of reactions/cm 2 s
Eflux ( Rctn/cm 2 s=# of H2 reacted within electron Energy range using the inelastic mean free path at each energy derived from Powell et al.
4.4*10^9 2.8*10^8 6.7*10^9 Table 2 . The "maximum" number of reactions/cm 2 s based on the assumption that electrons loose an energy of ∆E=20eV in each mean free path and continue to react at successively lower energy until they are below the energy where inelastic collisions can occur. See figure 6 for illustration. The program "Mathematica" is used to solve equation [3] for the numerical integration and summation, using a working precision of 60 digits. The reaction rates "Rctn" are nevertheless only estimates, since the energy loss ∆E=20eV in each mean free path is only a guess.
VIII. Summary
The spectroscopically measured emission of electrons from plutonium generated by its natural radioactivity is high, but the electron energy flux, ∫flux(E)*E*dE integrated from 0 to 1400 eV is nevertheless much smaller than the total energy generated by natural radioactivity of one gram of Pu239, hence does not violate conservation of energy. The electron flux derived from the spectroscopy data together with known reaction cross sections for hydrogen leads to substantial dissociation and ionization reactions per cm 2 in the mean free path of those electrons. There is, however, a likely source of error in the assumption that the electron emission has a cosine distribution. Therefore the results must be used cautiously until they are confirmed by other measurements, such as, e.g. measurement of the angular distribution of electron emission and of the total electrical current emitted by the sample.
